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BACKGROUND:
Bacterial secondary metabolites, encoded by biosynthetic gene clusters (BGCs), can underlie microbiome homeostasis and serve as commercialized products, which have historically
been mined from a select group of taxa. Despite this, dedicated bioinformatics tools for comparative analysis of BGCs within focal taxa are limited. We have thus developed lsaBGC to
aid exploration of microdiversity and evolutionary trends across BGCs in any bacterial taxa of interest. lsaBGC enables rapid detection of BGCs in genomes while improving sensitivity
without compromising for false positive detections, calculates population genetic and evolutionary statistics for BGC genes, and builds a framework to allow for base-resolution mining
of novel variants through metagenomic exploration. Consisting of seven core and several additional auxiliary programs, the suite implements multiple novel functionalities to ease
genomic exploration of BGCs. As a proof of concept, we applied lsaBGC to four genera commonly found in skin microbiomes to reveal novel insights on both well and less studied taxa
and their secondary metabolites.
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Figure 2: lsaBGC-AutoExpansion increases BGC detection
sensitivity in draft-quality assemblies while controlling for false
positives. antiSMASH was run on 14 completed M. luteus genomes which were
then artificially fragmented (5 reps per genome) along BGC coordinates. Running
lsaBGC-AutoExpansion on fragmented assemblies increased the recovery of genes
in the original BGC predictions (yellow) compared to rerunning antiSMASH de novo
on the fragmented assemblies. lsaBGC-AutoExpansion detected additional genes
missed in the original BGC predictions by antiSMASH (purple), which represent the
effect of synchronizing BGC edges.
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Figure 1: Overview of the lsaBGC suite. lsaBGC allows users to: (1)
cluster BGCs into gene-cluster families (GCFs), (2) rapidly search for
GCFs directly in draft-quality assemblies (searched for 63 GCFs in ~15K
genomes in 14 hrs using 40 cores), (3) visualize fragmented BGCs across a
species phylogeny, (4) determine a consensus syntenic summary of a
GCF, (5) calculate evolutionary and population genetics statistics for
individual genes, (6) automatically refine/trim GCF boundaries, and (7)
mine metagenomes for GCF microdiversity and base-resolution
novelty to highlight mutations in conserved enzymatic regions!
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Figure 4: The virulence associated
carotenoid staphyloxanthin is
ubiquitous and has been laterally
transferred across Staphylococcus.
(phylogenetic heatmap) Five different GCFs
were predicted to correspond to the 5 gene
staphyloxanthin operon. (bacterial cell
schematic) GCF-3 was specific to the S.
aureus/epidermidis clade but GCF-6 was found
on a plasmid in multiple species and originates
from a different clade. [coloring on log10 scale].
(Petri plate) Growth of isolates in our lab
genomically predicted to harbor or lack
staphyloxanthin demonstrated expected
phenotypes. An S. warneri isolate which
featured two copies of crtMN genes was the
most pigmented. (schematic of GCF-3)
Consensus order and direction of individual
genes (homolog groups) is shown for GCF-3.
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novel SNV: a unique base (never seen
in genes from isolate assemblies) at a
specific site in the codon MSA.

Figure 3: An overview of the lsaBGC-DiscoVary algorithm to query
metagenomes for base-resolution novelty. (1) Comprehensive codon
alignments are built for each homolog group in a BGC representing all alleles found in
assemblies. (2) Metagenomic reads are aligned to distinct genetic alleles of the
homolog group and processed, mapping alignments to the reference allele
positionally to the codon alignment. (3) Distinct alleles of the homolog group
present in a metagenome are phased using DESMAN (Quince et al. 2017) and novel
SNVs are identified and reported as table featuring their potential coding implications.

Figure 5: Novel SNVs detected in
metagenomes are 5X likely to
correspond to synonymous changes at
highly conserved enzymatic sites. (Right)
Less conserved sites in BGC proteins have a
lower ratio of synonymous to non-synonymous
SNVs. (Bottom) The location of 5 nonsynonymous SNVs detected in within conserved
regions of a T1PKS encoding for mycolic acids in
the C. kefirresidentii species complex. These
SNVs were identified from human skin
metagenomic sequencing and stringently
assessed to assure proper mapping with respect
to taxonomic identity and site specificity.
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